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Points
 Understanding the educational relationship as social economic

exchange
 Examples of how Polanyi’s interactional forms are observed in 

educational processes
 Closed- and openendedness in educational interactions
 Social value assessment in educational settings (ex compared to 

Mulgan)



Background
 PhD thesis asking: How are volunteers’ learning processes connected to the 

exchange of social value in City Year London and what exchanges characterize the 
youth driven voluntary organization?
 How do pre-existing, organizational and individual, values influence social conventions

created in a new group of volunteers?
 How does social value relate to skills acquisition and personal development?
 -> theorizing the educational relationship as social value exchange based on 

Mauss and David Graeber (”Towards an Anthropological Theory of Value”) and a 
substantivist/Polanyian understanding of economy

 Thesis permalink (conceptualizing chapter: 3) https://rex.kb.dk/primo-
explore/fulldisplay?docid=RUC_publicationspublications/7cc5979a-0fff-4e98-
ad4e-
e8b05b26a056&context=L&vid=NUI&search_scope=RUC&tab=default_tab&la
ng=da_DK

http://www.cityyear.org.uk/
https://rex.kb.dk/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=RUC_publicationspublications/7cc5979a-0fff-4e98-ad4e-e8b05b26a056&context=L&vid=NUI&search_scope=RUC&tab=default_tab&lang=da_DK


Frame: Understanding the educational
relationship as social economic exchange
 Professor Lars-Henrik Schmidt, Danish idea-historian and philosopher says that the 

educator does something with his/her doings which makes someone do something they would
not have done on their own (Schmidt 2006)
 There’s an exchange of material as well as immaterial value which directs the recipients 

action in an educating manner
 => Learning is an expansion of consciousness (Piaget 1959 and Graeber 2001) and 

learning as social value is ”..a process of individual creative intention and expression
meaningfully realized in and through interacting in a social context” (Revsbech 2015)

 ”..learning is dependant on the interplay between one individual’s ability to express
sensations and other indivudals’ ability to empathize” (ibid.) and help make relevant

 Three important elements: 1) the verbal interaction, 2) the visual
representation/signaling how to be acted towards (”being is congrealed action” says
Graeber), and 3) crédit (when someone is allowed to postpone the countergift/Mauss)



The what: Let’s
look at City Year 
UK’s
organizational
learning logic

Objects of 
exchange in the 
learning process: 
The uniform (mat) 
and personal
narratives (immat)



The how: Examples of how Polanyi’s interactional
forms are observed in educational processes

Spontaneity: 
"Me"

Symbolic-
organizational: 

"Hero"

Business-
organizational: 
"Networker"

Code switching: Reciprocity and market behavior



The Exchange-Meaning Model



Closed- and openendedness in 
educational interactions
 Mauss advocated open-endedness/crédit (Graeber calls this Mauss’ 

Individual Communism) – time
 Time in a learning understanding can be understood as time for 

internalization and adaptation (Vygotskij and Piaget)
 Open-ended reciprocal interactions in the learning relationships –

whether mentor-mentee and/or peer-to-peer – are observed in the 
voluntary organization: An open-ended potential of (important) 
friendship and space for individual contribution helps making these
interactions individually meaningful and motivating



Social value assessment in educational
settings
 ”Value is not an objective fact (..) emerges from the interaction of supply and 

demand, and ultimately reflects what people or organizations are willing to 
pay. ” (Mulgan 2010) – high agency assumption/rational man (formalist 
economy)

 The problem of time: ”estimating how much good an action will bring about
many years in the future, relative to how much it will cost to implement it 
now” (ibid.)

 The inward movement in equilibrium: The space which is filled with 
speculations from a formalist point of view (experienced as a ”vacuum” 
or void) is the space in which value is created in a substantive and 
educational view (experienced as trust, reflextion and maturing)
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